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INTRODUCTION
The treatment of cancerous tumors with hyperthermia in combination with conventional
treatments, like radiotherapy or chemotherapy, has been reported to enhance treatment
efficacy without significant additional toxicity. However, good quality hyperthermia remains
difficult to achieve for numerous reasons, including a dearth of suitable planning tools,
uncertainties regarding dose-effect relationships, the complexity of treatment steering, the
poorly controlled application, and the scarcity of properly designed clinical trials. Here we
present a lightweight, modular hyperthermia applicator that features integrated closed-loop
control, as well as a patient-specific treatment planning approach based on novel paradigms
and realistic patient physiological and biological representations for enhanced quality
assurance. Improvement of the hyperthermia treatment is achieved through the use of detailed
and realistic numerical models of patient and applicator, accurate placement of the
applicator(s) relative to the patient, and one-the-fly current control ensuring treatment with
the foreseen excitation signals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Applicator – The newly designed applicator consists of a flexible number of cavitybacked slot antenna elements positioned around or near the region to be treated. The design of
the applicator offers fully flexible positioning and orientation of each element, as well as
number of elements to be used for each treatment. Phased-array or specific absorption rate
(SAR) combining techniques, depending on tumor location, are used to focus energy into the
tumor to raise its temperature. Individual water boluses attached to each applicator contribute
to heating for superficial tumors or cooling for deep-seated tumors, and are used as
waveguides for guided power deposition. A technique based on assessment of the
radiofrequency (RF) current flowing in each applicator element is employed to determine the
amplitude and phase of the total field radiated by each applicator due to both direct and
coupled excitations of the elements. This method allows reflection, mismatch, and crosscoupling to be directly accounted for, leading to a good match with the required total radiated
field from each element as specified in the treatment plan.
The accuracy of the treatment applied is strongly influenced by the actual location of the
applicators. The treatment planning proposed here includes the design of a patient-specific 3D
frame, or mask, that conforms to the shape of the body region to be treated and includes slots
in which to mount the applicators in the desired positions. This light-weight 3D-printed mask
allows the positioning to be stable and repeatable across treatments, and is compatible with
the constraints associated with the clinical environment and the adjuvant, i.e., radio- or
chemotherapy, treatment. Additionally, accelerometer data available from each applicator are
used to confirm the correct relative and absolute angular placement of the applicators.
Treatment-Planning Platform – Treatment planning and interactive treatment delivery
requires, on the one hand, highly specialized computational tools that allow large simulations
and rapid post-processing and, on the other hand, a tool that readily integrates the clinical

workflow with ease of use. This challenge is addressed in the simulation platform Sim4Life,
which grants the necessary flexibility to handle complex biological information for model
generation, electromagnetic (EM) and thermal simulation, and integrated visualization, and
provides a user-friendly graphical user interface.
In Sim4Life, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) images of
the subject are segmented to generate a numerical model of the patient with a large number of
tissues. The applicators are automatically modeled and assigned the proper material and
discretization properties, while they can be interactively positioned. The platform includes
multi-goal optimization algorithms that apply user-defined weights to achieve minimization
of hot-spots in healthy tissues and exposure of sensitive tissues, and maximization of power
deposition in the target regions. The resulting optimized steering parameters can be evaluated
in terms of temperature or CEM43 distributions, and the thermal doses from various feeding
configurations can be compared quantitatively.
RESULTS
The new integrated approach was applied to plan the treatment of a feline patient with a
massive fibrosarcoma between the shoulders (Fig. 1). Within the Sim4Life platform, CT
images were segmented to distinguish 15 tissues, the applicators were positioned, the EM
simulations were run, the power deposition was optimized based on both coherent and
incoherent field combinations, the impacts of several steering parameters on the thermal
distribution in various regions were examined, the influence of the bolus temperature was
assessed, a treatment configuration was chosen, and the applicator mask was designed.

Figure 1: Imaging and segmentation of a patient, temperature distribution, and applicator array and mask.

CONCLUSIONS
Good quality hyperthermia requires an applicator that permits well-controlled exposure, a
validated treatment planning framework that allows for detailed and realistic patient-specific
modeling, and an interface between software and hardware that grants precise treatment
steering and ensures the best possible match between planned and applied treatments. The
solution we propose successfully addresses all these requirements and, thanks to a clinically
reasonable time frame, can readily be adopted in the clinical environment. A demonstration of
the treatment planning workflow applied to a specific case will be performed, including
segmentation of patient images, generation of numerical model, placement of the applicators,
simulation and optimization of the power deposition, determination of the temperature
distribution, and generation of the 3D model of the mask.
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